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Foreword

Writing a book from one's own experience or compiling information from various sources so that it is available in one volume is no easy matter. Those who have written a chapter in a book can realize it only too well when they come to imagining what effort it would take to write a dozen or more such chapters to bring out a worthwhile book. Dr. Farokh J Master is a young homoeopath whose energy, enthusiasm and drive have made him bring out a book which though not of his own experience is a reasonable compilation of facts and information culled from various sources. It is a book principally written for undergraduates ut may be profitably used by postgraduates in their early whilst getting down to studying for their postgraduate examination. The book has some ups and down and some occasional flews, but then there is practically no book which is written which does not have its strong and weak points and its flaws. Dr. Master's effort as young person to become an author is commendable.
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